
 

 

NEW GRADUATE

Job description

PSA Turkey is actively committed to developing its organization and market presence in the Turkish market.The
company is in need of high potential professionals to assume in all department of company. 

We kindly ask you to include a cover letter in English with your CV, detailing motivation behind your application to
PSA Turkey, including your future career aspirations and job preferences. Applications with a cover letter will be
prioritized.  

Qualifications:

Bachelor Degree preferably Industrial Engineering, Economics or Business Administration,
Maximum 1 year experience,
Strong analytical capabilities with a good degree of flexibility and adaptability and interpersonal skills,
Strategic and result driven with the ability of thinking long-term,
Strong analytical skills, project management, detailed-orientation, organizational and time management
skills,
Excellent oral and written communication skills in English, French will be a plus,
Strong attention to detail and accuracy; strong analytical and math skills; advanced Excel skills
No military obligation for male candidates.

A job can be much more than a career opportunity. It can become a path to realizing your dreams.

At Profil International, we believe - and know - that only candidates who are truly "engaged" in their jobs, love what they do, respect and
admire the company they work for will excel at their job and realize their dream careers. Your own personal engagement is the key to
your success!

To be engaged and become a top performer, you need to be in a job that is not just a great job, but a great job for you. This means, that
not only your background and mental capacity, but also you behavioural style and personal motivations must match those of the job
and the top performance benchmark criteria of the company. This is why, if you happen to be a candidate, we will ask you to participate
in a series of in-depth interviews and assessments to discover whether this particular position at that particular company is the right one
for you. This is not only in the interests of our clients but also in yours.
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